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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A weak area of low pressure (Invest 91L) has developed across the southwestern Gulf of Mexico. This low is located across a 
marginally favorable environment and some tropical development will be possible while over water. The primary limiting 
factor will be the amount of time forecast over water as Invest 91L is expected to accelerate and reach the Texas coast later
tonight. Otherwise, elevated conditions are forecast to persist east and northeast of this low with strong to near gale force
winds and very rough seas. A small area of gales may develop along the path of Invest 91L offshore Texas today as well 
depending upon how the system evolves. Once the low is inland, fresh to strong winds and moderate to rough seas are 
forecast for most Lease Areas tomorrow.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

The weather pattern is forecast to significantly improve during the extended period as high pressure settles over the Deep 
South. This should promote decreasing winds and seas especially for the eastern Lease Areas while a moderate to at times 
fresh onshore breeze continues to the west. The high may drift offshore Mississippi and Alabama mid to late week and allow 
for conditions to decrease even further. Showers and thunderstorms will be possible offshore Texas this weekend with 
chances decreasing early in the week.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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